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ABSTRACT

DETERMINATION OF THE RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION OF A
LABORATORY-SCALE FLOW REACTOR
Name: Graham, John L.
University of Dayton, 1992
Advisor: Dr. Kevin Myers
In 1985 the author developed an instrument called the Therma1/Photolytic Reactor

System (TPRS) to study high temperature, gas phase, photochemical reactions related to
using highly concentrated solar energy to destroy hazardous organic wastes. Although
there was concern over the reactor design giving a potentially broad residence time
distribution, the means were not available at that time to measure this characteristic.
Recently, however, the residence time distribution of this reactor has been determined from
200 to 400 C using a scale model of the reactor vessel. A generalized pulse tracer
experiment using chloroform as the tracer compound revealed that the residence time
distribution is indeed relatively broad starting at ~30% of the mean residence time, rapidly
rising to a maximum at~75% of the mean, then slowly decaying back to zero at~ 300% of
the mean. This distribution can be described with a compartment model consisting of a
plug flow element (~28% of the reactor volume), and 4 stirred tanks in series (~72% of the
reactor volume). Measured reactor performance using chloroform oxidation as an example
first order reaction suggests this model is accurate at temperatures as high as 550 C.
Furthermore, the techniques demonstrated here may be applied at much higher temperature
if the appropriate equipment were employed.
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CHAPTER!
INfRODUCTION

Because of their small size, it is often possible to develop laboratory-scale reactors
that exhibit nearly ideal flow patterns. Specifically, on the scale where reactor volwnes are
often only a few cubic centimeters, it is possible to design systems which approach
completely mixed, or plug flow. This ability makes laboratory reactors ideally suited for
conducting fundamental studies as reactions can be studied under precisely defined
conditions. Occasionally, however, conflicting design specifications require a reactor
design in which the flow pattern must be compromised to achieve specific goals. Such a
case arose in 1985 when the author designed a high temperature photochemical reactor for
studying the decomposition of hazardous organic wastes using intense, simulated sunlight
The requirements for this system resulted in a design in which the flow pattern, and hence
the residence time distribution, could not be estimated with a satisfactory degree of
certainty. At the time the system was built the means were not available to the author to
measure the residence time distribution of the reactor, so plug flow behavior was assumed.
However, in the preparation of this Thesis, the means of measuring the residence time
distribution were finally developed, and it's impact on reactor performance was estimated.

In the pages that follow details of the reactor are given, a conceptual flow model is
proposed, experimental chemical conversion and residence time distribution are given and
discussed along with a proposed design for an improved system for directly measuring the
residence time distribution of a laboratory scale flow reactor at high temperatures.

1

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

The reactor system being considered here, illustrated in Figure 1, is called the
Thermal/Photolytic Reactor System (TPRS). The TPRS was designed to study high
temperature, gas-phase, photochemical reactions related to the destruction of hazardous
organic wastes using concentrated solar energy. As Figure 1 shows, the TPRS is a
modular system comprised of an illumination system, reactor assembly, cryogenic trap,
and analytical system.
The illumination system is a 1000 W xenon arc lamp configured to deliver a softly
focused beam measuring approximately 1 cm in diameter by 10 cm long. It is this beam
geometry which caused the problems with the reactor design. Specifically, if an intense,
collimated beam were available, a long slender reactor could have been used. This reactor
geometry is known to give relatively narrow residence time distributions[!]. However, as
will be shown below, the actual beam geometry required a relatively short, broad reactor to
fit within the illuminated volume.
The reactor assembly consists of a thermally insulated enclosure which houses a
sample inlet chamber and a high temperature reactor. The inlet chamber can be fitted with
special quartz probes for the introduction of gas, liquid, and solid phase materials. This
chamber is typically heated to 300 C, which is hot enough to rapidly vaporize liquid and
solid samples, but not hot enough to induce thermal degradation. As the sample is
vaporized, it is swept through the reactor by carrier gas (such as air or nitrogen) which is
continuously flowing through the system.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Thermal/Photolytic Reactor System (TPRS).
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The reactor is in the form of a cylinder lying along the centerline of a conduit which
passes completely through the housing. Heat is provided by a small tube furnace which
surrounds the circumference of the cylinder. To prevent air currents from passing through
the system, the furnace is sealed at each end with flat quartz windows.
Downstream of the reactor the flowing gas passes through a heat traced line to a
cryogenic trap which is cooled using nitrogen gas chilled by liquid nitrogen to about
-130 C. This trap freezes the condensable components in the reactor's exhaust stream and
holds them for subsequent analysis.
While the collection operation is taking place, the trap's exhaust is vented to the
ambient air. When sufficient time has passed to insure that all of the sample has passed
through the system (typically 5 minutes), the flow path is purged with helium, the trap's
vent is sealed directing the gas to the analytical system, then the trap is heated, releasing the
collected reaction products on to the gas chromatograph for analysis.
The details of the reactor vessel are shown in Figure 2. Specifically, the reactor is a
cylinder measuring 1.2 cm in diameter and 8.2 cm in length. To minimize the time the
flowing stream spends in the transition region from the exterior to the interior of the
reactor, the transport lines to and from the vessel are fabricated from 0.1 cm diameter fused
quartz tubing. Furthennore, to keep the ends of the reactor clear for unobstructed optical
access, the transfer lines are fused to the reactor's side wall. This results in a flow pattern
that is conceptually complex.
The TPRS reactor is typically operated with a mean residence time of 10 s. With a
reactor length of 8.2 cm, this gives a mean linear velocity of 0.82 crn/s. Recall that the gas
enters and leaves the vessel through transfer lines which are only 0.1 cm in diameter.
Since the volumetric flow is proportional to the cross sectional area of the conduit, and
assuming the gas enters and exits the reactor isothermally, the mean linear velocity at the
entrance and exit is approximately 118 crn/s. This indicates a distribution of velocities in
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the reactor of at least two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, at the entrance and exit of the
reactor, the gas turns 90 degrees as it enters and leaves the vessel.
From the discussion above, a flow pattern can be envisioned as shown in Figure 3.
This Figure shows the flow enters the reactor as a jet from the small bore transfer line into
the much larger diameter of the reactor. The large velocity difference between the gas
entering the reactor and the bulk gas within the reactor, and the change in the direction of
the flow is thought to give rise to a double vortex as shown in Figure 3. At the exit end of
the reactor there exists a similar situation, but in reverse order. This should also induce a
double vortex flow pattern, but rotating in the opposite direction as in the entrance end of
the reactor. Between the two ends, a transition region with somewhat linear stream
lines would be expected. This concept of double vortices is similar to that proposed for
flow through helical coils[2], in which the driving force for the vortices is centripetal force
rather than a cross axis flow path as suggested here.
The flow pattern described above suggests a compartment model, shown in
Figure 4, consisting of mixed reactors at the entrance and exit of the vessel with a plug
flow compartment connecting them. Since residence time distribution of a compartment
model is independent of the sequence of the cornpartments[3], the system can be rearranged
as shown in Figure 4. If the volume fraction of each compartment were known, the
residence time distribution of this model could be estimated from a flow model refened to
as the tanks-in-series model[l].
The tanks-in-series model describes a reactor as a series of completely mixed flow
reactors (CSTRs) connected in series. This is a very powerful model in that it can describe
the full spectrum of distributions from completely mixed flow (one tank), which gives the
largest possible distribution in the absence of reactor defects such as stagnancy or
bypassing, to plug flow, in which there is no distribution in the residence time, by using a
large number of tanks in series. This is illustrated in Figure 5 in which the residence time
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distribution (represented here as the dimensionless exit age probability density versus
dimensionless time) is shown to narrow and become increasingly symmetrical as the
number of tanks is increased.
Quantitatively, the tanks-in-series model describes the residence time distribution
as[l];

Et= tm-l(t/tm)N-lNN{(N-1)! }-lexp(-tN/tm)

(I)

Where Et is the exit age probability density (s-1), tm is the mean residence time (s), tis time
(s), and N is the number of tanks. Equation I can be applied to the TPRS reactor if a
volume is assigned to each compartment As a first approximation, consider assigning
approximately equal volumes to the three compartments in the proposed model, or
approximately 30% of the reactor volume to the plug flow compartment, and 70% to the
tanks-in-series compartment Also, assign a mean residence time of 10 s to the reactor,
which is typical of recent work with the TPRS.
In this example note that 30%, or 3.0 s, of the mean residence time is taken up by the

PFR compartment By definition, this compartment does not contribute to the residence
time distribution. However, this compartment does shift the residence time distribution to
longer times by the mean residence time in the compartment, or in this case 3 s. The
distribution function itself then results from the tanks-in-series compartments.
The residence time in the tanks-in-series compartments account for the remaining
7 .0 s of the mean residence time of the system. Therefore, with 1m equal to 7.0 s and N
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equal to 2, Equation 1 becomes;

Et= (ln.O)(t/7.0)122{ (1) }-lexp(-2t/7.0)

(2)

Et= 0.0816 t exp(-0.286t)

(3)

or,

So, the complete model becomes,

Et=O

for O < t < 3.0 s

(4)

Et= 0.0816(t - 3.0)exp(-0.286(t - 3.0))

fort> 3.0 s

(5)

where Equation 4 represents the time delay introduced by the plug flow component, and
Equation 5, the distribution resulting from the tanks-in-series component. The results of
applying Equations 4 and 5 to the TPRS reactor are shown in Figure 6. This Figure,
which shows dimensionless exit age probability density (Et times tm) versus dimensionless
time (t divided by tm), illustrates that the proposed model predicts a highly skewed
distribution with residence times varying from 0.3 to approximately 3.0 times the mean
residence time (0 = 1.0), and the maximum in the exit age probability density at about 65%
of the mean. The question then is; is this distribution likely to impact the reactor
performance?
Once the residence time distribution has been described, the results can be used to
predict the perfonnance of the reactor. Specifically, for gas-phase species which react via
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first order kinetics, the conversion may be found from[l];
00

fr =1- XA =/ (fr)batchEtdt

(6)

0

or, in a form suitable for numerical analysis;

fr= l: (fr)batchEtAt

(7)

where fr is the fraction remaining, XA is conversion, subscript "batch" denotes the
conversion for a single batch reactor, and dt is the differential time element. Examining
Equations 7 and 8 illustrates that in this model the reactor is described as a flow of
miniature batch reactors, or fluid parcels, weighted with the appropriate exit age probability
density, then summed over all times from zero to infinity.
The batch reactor term in this case (first order, irreversible reactions with constant
volume) may be expressed as[l];

fr.batch = exp(-kt)

(8)

where k is the rate of reaction (s-1) and tis time (s). The rate of reaction may in tum be
found from[ 4];

k = Aexp(-Ea/R1)

(9)

where A is the frequency factor (s-1), Ea is the energy of activation (cal mol-1), R is the gas
constant (1.98717 cal mol-1 K-1), and Tis the absolute temperature (K).
The basis for comparison of a reactor's performance is usually represented by the

14

extremes in residence time distribution, i.e. completely mixed versus plug flow. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the narrowest possible residence time distribution is represented by
plug flow, and the broadest distribution (barring unusual flow problems) by completely
mixed flow[l]. For these extreme cases, there exist closed form analytic expressions for
the conversion in most cases. For the case being considered here (first order, irreversible
reactions with constant volume) the plug flow conversion can be described as[l];

fr = exp(-ktm)

(10)

and for completely mixed flow;

fr= 1/(1 + ktm)

(11)

where 1m is the mean residence time (s).
A review of the thermal decomposition rates of typical hazardous organic wastes[5]
suggests several candidate compounds which have been shown to decompose via first
order reaction. Among these, chloroform was selected as a model compound that can be
readily analyzed using the TPRS. This compound is reported to have a frequency factor of
2.88xl012 and an activation energy of 48,900 cal/mol. Applying the estimate of Et from
Equations 4 and 5 along with the numerical estimate of conversion given in Equation 8 to
chloroform gives the results shown in Figure 7. For comparison, the predicted
conversions for completely mixed, and plug flow are also shown. This Figure illustrates
that the TPRS reactor may indeed be performing less ideally than would be expected if plug
flow were assumed, as is often the case for laboratory reactors.
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The compartment model proposed above illustrates that the perfonnance of the TPRS
reactor may be expected to deviate only slightly from that of plug flow at conversions as
high as 90%. However, the TPRS reactor is often used to study reactions to conversions
as high as 99.99%[6], where the model suggests that the residence time distribution may
indeed have a significant impact on the results. Specifically, the model predicts an order of
magnitude difference in conversion at 575 C (fr= 7.54xl0-4 versus 9.35xl0-3), rapidly
increasing to two orders at 588 C (fr= 1.45x10-5 versus 1.47xl0-3), and continuing to
increase as the temperature increases. This suggests that it would be prudent to verify the
proposed model, and refine it if necessary.

CHAPTER ID
MEASUREMENT OF THE TPRS REACTOR PERFORMANCE

Before pursuing tests to directly measure the residence time distribution of the TPRS
reactor, it was decided to determine if there was sufficient evidence to suggest that a broad
distribution may actually exist. For this purpose, the decomposition of chloroform was
measured with the TPRS in an atmosphere of flowing dry air with a mean residence time of
approximately 10 s.
The conversion of chloroform to unspecified products was measured from 300 to
650 C. For each analysis 0.5 mL of chloroform was injected into the TPRS with the inlet
temperature held constant at 300 C. The inlet was swept with 75% of the total flow of air to
the reactor, with the remaining 25% being admitted as make-up entering the system
between the inlet and reactor. The mean concentration in the reactor was estimated at
6.3x 10-4 mol/L. Asswning the chloroform reacts as;

CHCl3 + 02 ---> CO2 + Cl2 + HCJ

(12)

the amount of theoretical air present was approximately 700%. With this relatively large
amount of excess air (recall that dry air is~79% inert nitrogen) the volume expansion
resulting from the reaction is less than 3%. Calculations show that this small volume
expansion may be neglected, so that the reaction may be modeled as a constant volume
system. Following the injection, 5 minutes were allowed to pass to insure that all of the
sample had passed through the reactor and on to the cryogenic trap which was maintained
at -130 C. After this time, the flow through the system was measured with a bubble flow
17
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meter attached to the TPRS's exhaust port to measure the true mean residence time (the
volume of the reactor divided by the volumetric flow rate through the vessel) for each run.
The TPRS was then purged with 200 ml of helium to remove the air from the system, the
exhaust port was sealed, and the system pressurized to 10 psig. The trap was then heated
to 350 C, releasing the collected effluent to the gas chromatograph. The chromatographic
column (320 mm x 15 m methylsilicone, J&W, DB-1) was held at -80 C for two minutes,
then temperature programmed to 25 C at 10 C/min, then to 260 C at 30 C/min. A hydrogen
flame ionization detector was used for solute detection. This detector was operated with
-300 V bias and was supplied with 300 mL/min air, 25 mUmin hydrogen, and 20 mljmin

helium as make-up. Data was reduced by normalizing the chromatographic peak areas at
temperatures >400 C by the mean of the peak areas measured at 300 and 400 C.
Identification of the chloroform peak at high levels of conversion was made using the
retention time for chloroform observed at 300 and 400 C.
The results from these tests are summarized in Table I and Figure 8. These data are
compared against the conversion predicted by the proposed compartment model with a tm
of 10.4 s (the average tm for the data in Table I). As these data illustrate, there is indeed a
degradation in reactor performance as compared to an ideal plug flow reactor.
Furthermore, the relatively simple model accurately predicts the observed data up to 575 C,
after which the model over-estimates the conversion by an ever increasing amount These
data suggest that there may indeed be a broad residence time distribution in this reactor, so
a direct measurement of this characteristic is appropriate.

.
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TABLEl

Summary Of 'IPRS Data For Chlorofonn Oxidation

Temperature, C

tm, s

fr

300

10.2

1.00

400

10.S

1.00

4S0

10.3

0.928

500

10.S

0.64S

S2S

10.S

0.349

sso

10.2

0.0769

S1S

10.4

0.00855

600

10.6

0.0014S

625

10.4

0.000398

650

10.7

0.000114
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Figure 8. TPRS data for chloroform oxidation with an average tm of 10.4 s and the
estimated performance using the proposed compartment, PFR, and CSTR models.

CHAPTER IV
MEASUREMENT OF THE RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBlITTON

The residence time distribution of the TPRS reactor was measured using a
stimulus/response analysis[3]. This technique involves introducing stimulus of some sort
into the inlet end of the reactor in a well characterized manner, then observing the response
of the system at the reactor's exit The residence time distribution of the reactor can then be
determined by analyzing the response of the system to the stimulus.
In this case the stimulus is a tracer introduced into the reactor feed stream, and the
response is represented in how the tracer is dispersed as it flows through the system. An
ideal tracer for this purpose is one that is chemically inert, shows no affinity towards the
surfaces of the reactor and transport lines (i.e. nonadsorptive), has physical properties
similar to the reactants of interest, and can be easily detected and quantified[3]. If these
conditions are satisfied, the tracer acts as an inert marker which mimics the flow of
reactants through the system[3,7].
An ideal experiment to measure the residence time distribution of a reactor is outlined
in Figure 9. Specifically, in this scenario a narrow pulse of tracer (a rapid step-up or stepdown in tracer concentration may also be used) is admitted into the reactant feed stream,
and the concentration versus time of the tracer leaving the reactor is recorded. Since the
input tracer profile has no significant distribution of its own, all of the distribution observed
in the exit stream is a result of the residence time distribution of the tracer within the
reactor[l,3]. Therefore, in this ideal case the residence time distribution is self-evident and
little additional analysis of the data is necessary. In large-scale reactors, where residence
time distributions are likely to be relatively large, these ideal input functions can often be
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approached[7]. However, in small-scale laboratory reactors, which tend to have narrower
distributions and are easily upset, achieving an ideal input of tracer is very difficult[8].
Therefore, more sophisticated treatment of the data is required.
A typical scenario is illustrated in Figure 10. In this case, tracer is injected into a
sample inlet system which disperses the tracer somewhat prior to entering the reactor, the
reactor further disperses the tracer as a consequence of the residence time distribution of the
vessel, then the tracer flows through a detector which may also impose an additional
dispersion of the tracer. Mathematically, this process can be described as[3,9,10];

Et.sys = Et,inj

* Et.react * Et,det

(13)

where Et is the exit age distribution function of each system component (system, injector,
reactor, and detector, respectively) and* is the convolution operator. The element of
interest is, of course, Et.react. The challenge is in separating it from the system.

Final Signal

Input Pulse

Injector

Reactor

Figure 9. Outline of an ideal pulse tracer experiment.
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The solution to this problem is to measure Et.inj * Et.det directly by evaluating the
system (injector and detector) without the reactor in place. Or,

(14)

Et,sys w/o reactor = Et,inj * Et,det

Equation 14 can then be deconvoluted from Equation 13, leaving Et.react.
Several techniques can be employed for conducting the deconvolution operation.
For example; a general form of Et.react function can be assumed, then an error minimiz.ation
routine can be used to refine the proposed solution[l l]. A more general technique is to
deconvolute the data using either Laplace or Fourier transfonns. The approach of this
technique is relatively straightforward, since in the transform domain the convolution

Input Pulse

Final Signal

Injector

Reactor

Detector

Figure 10. Outline of a generalized pulse tracer experiment
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operation indicated in Equations 13 and 14 becomes algebraic multiplication[3], or,

Et,system(s)

= Et,inj(s) x Et,rect(s) x Et,det(s)

(15)

and

Et,sys w/o reactor(s) = Et,inj(s) x Et,det(s)

(16)

Wheres is the transform parameter. By inspection, Et,react(s) can be found by dividing
Equation 15 by Equation 16, or;

Et,inj(s) x Et,react(s) x Et,det(s)
Et,react(S) - -------------------------------------Et,inj(S) x Et,det(s)

(17)

Et,react can then be found by inverting the resulting transform;

Et,react = T-1 {Et.react(s) }

(18)

where T-1 is the inverse transform operator.
To conduct the necessary experiments, a scale model of the TPRS reactor was
constructed that was dimensionally the same as the true reactor. This model was then
installed in a modified gas chromatograph (Tracor Model 550). Gas chromatographs are
well suited for this pwpose as they typically have the necessary flow controllers, a sample
injection port, and detector. The detector used for these tests was a hydrogen flame
ionization detector (HFID). The HFID is ideally suited for this pwpose as its response is
linear over a broad range of concentration (typically six orders of magnitude), it is very
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sensitive to organic species, and it is not sensitive to inorganic vapors such as would be
used as carrier gases.
A schematic of the complete system is shown in Figure 11. A short length of nickel
tubing (~50 cm, AllTech No. 3080) was installed in the GC's injector port to seive as a
flexible, inert transfer line from the injector to the reactor model. A second, shorter length
(~20 cm) seived as a transfer line from the reactor model to the detector. A precision flow
controller (Porter Model VDC-1000) was installed in the instrument's carrier gas supply
line to regulate the flow of gas (dry nitrogen) through the system. The injection port was
fitted with a normally open switch which seived as an automatic start switch for the data
system. The data system was a dedicated microcomputer system (Apple //GS, ROM 01)
fitted with a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (Applied Engineering 12 bit ADC), a
custom-built signal preamplifier/filter, and an injection detection circuit
The tracer selected for this study was chloroform. Although it showed a tendency to
adsorb to the nickel transfer tubing at temperatures below 200 C, his compound made an
ideal tracer for this study as it is the same compound used in the TPRS reactor study
described previously. It also has physical properties more
typical of those compounds evaluated with the TPRS as compared to other candidate tracers
such as methane.
A stock sample of saturated chloroform vapor (Aldrich, spectrophotometric grade)
was prepared in a 15 mL volatile sample vial (Supelco No. 2-3284M) fitted with a septum
cap. Approximately 2 mL of chloroform was placed in the vial along with a small tuft
(~2 cm3) of glass wool (AUTech No. 4037). The wool served as a wick to promote
efficient evaporation of the chloroform into the remaining air space in the vial.
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Figure 11. Schematic of the system used to measure the residence time distribution of the

TPRS reactor.
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To introduce the narrowest possible pulse of tracer into the system a novel sample
injection technique was developed. Specifically, a 250 µL gas tight syringe (Hamilton No.
1725N) was used to draw a 25 µL sample of the head space from the vial. Just prior to
inserting the syringe needle into the GC injector port, the syringe plunger was fully
depressed, leaving only the volume of the needle filled with the chloroform vapor. With
the injector heated to 150 C, the needle was smoothly inserted. then withdrawn from the
system. During the brief time the needle was in the heated injector (-0.2 s), the vapor in
the needle would warm and expand, releasing a small quantity of sample into the system.
Calibration of the detector using known amounts of sample showed that this process
delivered 6.6 µL of gas into the system. Between each analysis, the syringe was placed in
a forced air draft to cool the needle back to the ambient temperature (~20 C).
As the syringe needle became fully inserted, it closed a normally open switch
mounted across the injection port. This signaled the data system to begin acquiring data for
a preset period of time. For the chloroform tests, data was taken for 50 seconds at a rate of
10 points per second. The data was then stored on floppy disk for later processing.
The deconvolution procedure requires the signal traces to begin and end at zero[3].
Therefore, the first step in processing the data was to remove the baseline signal. The
baseline for each data set was established using the same techniques used for evaluating
chromatograms from packed column chromatography[12], whose peaks are very similar to
the peaks observed in these tests. Specifically, a straight line is envisioned through the
baseline, before and after the peak. The peak start and end are then designated where the
data rises off this line. Since this technique involves visual judgement, a program was
written to allow the user to set the baseline visually using a cursor on a display screen. To
remove the baseline, a straight line is fit to the peak start and end, and the values of this line
then are subtracted from the data defined by the peak bounds. Data which lie before and
after the designated peak bounds are set to zero.
After removing the baseline, the data were converted from general detector response
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(integer response counts reported by the ADC) versus time to an Et versus time by
nonnalizing the data by the area under the curve. This removes any relative peak area
differences between the various runs. Review of the literature indicates that independently
adjusting the data to a fixed reference, usually the known mass of tracer, or to unity, is
common practice[?].
The final step in the data processing is to apply a digital filter to reduce the high
frequency noise which is often present in digital data. This is very important in that nearly
all numerical deconvolution techniques suffer from significant noise in the deconvoluted
data. This problem may be reduced by smoothing the data prior to the deconvolution
process, truncation of the high frequency portion of the frequency spectrum (the data in the
transform domain), and, if necessary, additional smoothing after deconvolution[l 1].
The first data smoothing routine is applied to the Et versus time data. A SavitskyGolay filter is useful in this application in that it does not distort the data if used
carefully[13]. In this case, the relatively sharp leading edge of the data taken for the system
without the reactor in place limited the size of the smoothing window to 5 data points. The
broader peak for the system with the reactor in place allowed a 19 point smoothing window
to be used In both cases the filter was applied 16 times.
The second smoothing routine was applied to the Fourier transform of the
deconvoluted data (i.e. the deconvoluted frequency spectrum). Before the deconvoluted
transform was inverted, a Bartlett window spanning 75% of the data (including zero
padding) was applied to both the real and imaginary parts of the transform[14].
Specifically, the transform was multiplied by a factor which varied linearly from unity at
the low frequency limit, to zero at 75% of the upper frequency limit. The selection of the
upper limit is somewhat arbitrary, and not critical so long as it is a sufficiently high
frequency that only the noise component is strongly attenuated. This type of filter has only
a small impact at low frequencies, where the majority of the true data is located, and heavily
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attenuates the high frequency portion of the transform in which the residual noise in the
data dominates. The result is a nearly ideal frequency spectrum that drops smoothly to zero
at high frequencies and reduces, or even eliminates cyclic "ringing" in the deconvoluted
data.
The transformation, filtering, and inversion of the data was conducted using a
program based on that written by Brigham[14], and the deconvolution was carried out
using complex division as described in most advanced math texts[15].
The final step was to convert the deconvoluted data to dimensionless form. This
removes the variability in the mean residence times between the data sets and allows them
to be compared on a common basis. Specifically, the time base was converted to
dimensionless time by normalizing it by the measured mean residence time, and the exit age
probability density was reduced by multiplying it by the same value. The mean residence
time was calculated numerically as[l];

l:tiEti~ti
tm - -------------1:Eti~ti

(19)

An example of original, unprocessed data is given in Figure 12. This figure
illustrates the extent of typical noise, baseline offset, and baseline drift, and how the
baseline under the peak is laid. The data pairs (system with and without the reactor in
place) taken at 200,300, and 400 Care summarized in Figures 13, 14, and 15,
respectively. These figures show the data pairs after the baseline has been removed, and
the generic detector response versus time data has been converted to Et versus time by
setting the peak area to unity. The deconvoluted Ee curves resulting from the complete data
processing procedure described above are summarized in Figure 16. This figure illustrates
that the measured residence time distribution appears relatively constant over this
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temperature range. Specifically, the residence time distribution starts with tracer leaving the
reactor with a residence time of about 30% of the mean residence time, rises rapidly to
reach a maximum at about 75% of the mean, then extends out as far as 300% of the mean.
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Figure 13. Et (s-1) versus t (s) with, and without the TPRS reactor model at 200 C.
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Figure 14. Et (s-1) versus t (s) with, and without the TPRS reactor model at 300 C.
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Figure 15. Et (s-1) versus t (s) with, and without the TPRS reactor model at 400 C.
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3.5

CHAPfERV
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Comparing the results of the proposed compartment model (Figure 6) and the
measured residence time distribution (Figure 16) shows a general agreement between the
proposed model and the obsetved data. Specifically, the proposed compartment model
predicts the overall behavior of a delay in the onset of the Et , or Ee, cUIVe, a rapid rise to a
maximum, followed by a long decay. However, the measured data is more symmetrical
than the proposed model predicts. Therefore, an adjustment to the model is indicated.
A common technique used to estimate the equivalent number of tanks for the tanksin-series model is variance matching[l]. Specifically, the variance in the residence time
distribution can be related to the number of tanks as;

cre2= 1/N

(20)

where cre2 is the dimensionless variance. However, Equation 20 is only valid for small
deviations from plug flow (i.e. N>lO)[l]. For broader distributions (N > 5) it has been
suggested that the variance is related to the number of tanks as[16];

cre2 = 1/(N - 1)

(21)

While this model has been shown to work well for as few as 5 tanks, it does not fit data for
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fewer than this number.
Given the similarity of the proposed model and the observed data, a simple trial and
error approach was taken to adjust the model. Specifically, using the 400 C data as a basis
for evaluation, the observed delay in the data was used to set the volume of the plug flow
compartment, which was found to be 28%. Equations 4 and 5 were then used to generate
residence time distributions with 2 - 5 tanks being assigned to the tanks-in-series
component of the model. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 17. Comparing
this figure with Figure 16 suggests that the model with 4 tanks in series provides the best
fit with the measured residence time distribution. Specifically, Figure 18 shows the results
from a compartment model consisting of a plug flow reactor comprising 28% of the
volume, and 4 completely stirred tanks in series, compared with the data taken at 400 C,
which is a representative average of the measured data. This figure illustrates excellent
agreement between the model, and the measured residence time distribution.
The compartment model originally proposed for the TPRS (Figure 4), can now be
adjusted to reflect the experimentally observed data. Specifically, the data
suggests a compartment model as shown in Figure 19 (top). Furthermore, given the
symmetry of the reactor, the compartments may be arranged as illustrated in this figure
(bottom).
Now that the residence time distribution is available, this information can be
combined with the reaction rate model to estimate the reactor performance as described by
Equation 7. As Figure 20 illustrates, there is excellent agreement between the predicted,
and observed performance up to 550 C, and fair agreement up to 575 C. Nearly identical
results are obtained from both the actual residence time distribution (measured at 400 C), or
predicted residence time distribution. At higher temperatures (600 - 650 C) the model
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Figure 17.

Ee versus a for various numbers of tanks in the tanks-in-series component of

the proposed TPRS reactor model with 28% of the reactor assigned to the PFR
compartment, and the remaining 72% to the tanks-in-series compartments.
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predicts a higher conversion than is actually observed.
The reactor perfonnance behavior at the higher temperatures is indicative of a
broadening residence time distribution. Indeed, the performance estimated by the originally
proposed model (see Figure 8) does a better job predicting the
data at higher temperatures (550-575 C) than does the refined model, suggesting a
broadening residence time distribution with increasing temperature. This would suggest
either reducing the number of tanks, reducing the plug flow component, or both.
The apparent degradation in the performance of the TPRS reactor could be caused by
other factors such as distributions on temperature, or shifting of the reaction order at high
temperature. Furthermore, since a temperature dependence was not observed in the
residence time distributions measurements, adjusting the compartment model to fit the
observed conversion data would be somewhat speculative, making the results questionable.
A far better solution would be to extend the existing residence time distribution
measurements to higher temperatures so that the compartment model could be quantitatively
adjusted.
The work reported above was taken up to the maximum operating limit of the
equipment available, or 400 C. However, it should be possible to construct a more
advanced device, capable of reaching very high temperatures, from relatively simple
materials. Such a device is illustrated in Figure 21. As this figure shows, a scale model
reactor would be held within a small tube furnace. Quartz transfer lines of sufficient length
to reach the exterior of the furnace would be temporarily fused to the reactor. These lines

would in turn be connected through two thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs). The inlet
line would tenninate in a tracer injection port, and the exhaust line into a bubble flow meter,
or other flow measuring device. The TCDs would allow both the inlet and exit Et curves to
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Figure 21. Schematic of a system for measuring residence time distributions in smallscale, gas-phase, flow reactors at high temperatures (~1,100 C).
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be taken simultaneously, thereby eliminating the need to make separate runs with,
and without the reactor, although tests would have to be perfonned to determine if the
transfer lines add significantly to the observed residence time distribution. Furthermore,
care would have to be taken to calibrate the detectors as the response of TCDs are known to
be nonlinear. This type of system should be capable of measuring residence time
distributions up to the temperature limit of the tracer (i.e. until it thermally decomposes to
below the detector limit), or the quartzware (~ 1,100 C). At these very high temperatures a
tracer such as sulfur hexafloride should prove very useful due to it's exceptional thermal
stability and physical properties similar to typical organic vapors[l 7].

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

A technique has been demonstrated for directly measuring the residence time
distribution of a small-scale, gas-phase, flow reactor. This analysis shows that the
residence time distribution of the TPRS reactor may be fit to a compartment model
consisting of a plug flow element occupying approximately 28% of the volume plus four
completely mixed tanks in series. This compartment model accurately describes the
residence time distribution observed at temperatures up to 400 C, and predicts reactor
performance up to 550 C, indicating that the residence time distribution is also known up to
this temperature. At higher temperatures the compartment model predicts a higher reactant
conversion than is actually observed, though it is unclear if this is solely the result of a
change in the residence time distribution, or a change in the reaction order. Finally, it
should be possible to extend the technique developed here to higher temperatures, once the
necessary equipment is assembled.
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APPENDIX

The Appendix which follows contains all of the actual source code used to acquire,
and reduce the residence time distribution data reported in this thesis. This includes
software for data acquisition, post-run treatment to remove baseline offset and drift, reduce
high frequency noise via a digital filter, deconvolution of data sets using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFf), and evaluation of the final data and conversion to exit age probability
density. Note that all of these programs were written in AC/BASIC and executed on an
Apple //GS microcomputer. This language, published by Absoft Corporation, is nearly
identical to MicroSoft BASIC and Quic.kBASIC with the exception of extensions for
handling the Graphical User Interface (Gun as implemented on the Apple //GS.
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' Exit age distribution data acquisition software. This program was used to provide a
' somewhat versatile system for acquiring the data from the modified gas chromatograph.
Dimension arrays.
Dim x(2048),Notebook$(10)
Dim NewPage%(14964),Scrap%(14964)
' Init sound tools.
Wave 1,SIN
'Set the initial states of various variables.
QuitFlag% = 0
GoSub LoadlnitFiles
GoSub lnitMenu
GoSub InitPalette
GoSub InitGraphPaper
Window 1,.(0,13)-(639,199),3
Black%= 0
DarkBlue% = 85
LightBlue% = 170
White%= 255
Color 0,3,0,3
Put (0,0),NewPage%,Pset

••••••••••••••
' Main program

••••••••••••••
'Poll the main menu.
SetPollMainMenu:
On Menu GoSub MainMenuEvents
PollMainMenu:
Menu ON
While QuitFlag% = 0
Cont
Wend

END
Decipher the main menu event.
MainMenuEvents:
Menu
MenuID% = Menu(0)
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ItemID% = Menu(l)
On MenuID% Goto File,Acquire,Display

'+-------+
' I File Menu I

'+------+
File:
On ItemID% Goto Load,Save,FileNop,NewDefaults,FileNop,Quit
FileNop:
Return PollMainMenu
Load:
HideCursor
Get (100,20)-(540,160),Scrap%
ShowCursor
FileName$ = Files$(1,"TXT")
If FileName$ = "" the goto Load.Finished
HideCursor
Window 3,,(255,90)-(370,103),-2
Print" Loading data. .. ";
Suffix$ = Right$(FileName$,2)
If Suffix$ = ".D" then
FileName$ = Left$(FileName$,Len(FileName$) - 2)
End if
Open FileName$ for input as #1
For i% = 1 to 10
Input #l,Notebook$(i%)
Next i%
Close
Datafile$ = FileName$ + ".D"
Length%= Val(Notebook$(10))
Open Datafile$ for input as # 1
For i% = 1 to Length%
Input #l,x(i%)
Next i%
Close
Gain%= Val(Notebook$(2))
RunTime% = Val(Notebook$(3))
Interval%= Val(Notebook$(4))
Length%= Val(Notebook$(10))
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LoadFinished:
Window Close 3
Put (100,20),Scrapti,Pset
ShowCursor
Return PoUMainMenu

Save:
HideCmsor
Get (100~)-(540,160),SCrapt,
ShowCursor
FileNameS = F'lles$(0)
If FileNameS = ... then goto SaveF'mished
HideCursor
Window 3.,(255,90)-(370,103),-2
Print" Saving data. ..":
Open F'tleName$ for output as #1
For iti = 1 to 10
Wrile #1,NotebookS(iti)
Nexti%

Close

DataF'lle$ = F'tleNameS + ".D"
Length% = Val(Notebook$(10))
Open DataF'lle$ for output as #1
For iti • 1 to Length%
Print #l,x(i%)
Next it,
Close
SaveF'mished:
Window Close 3
Put (100,20),8crap'1,Pset
ShowCursor
Return PollMainMenu

NewDefaults:
HideCursor
Get (100,20)-(500,190),Scrapti
ShowCursor
Window 3.,(180,180)-(4<,0,193),-2
Print " Please open the 'Defaults' file.":
FileNarneS = F'Jles$(1,"TXT')
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If FileName$ = "" the goto DefaultsFinished

HideCursor

CLS
Print" Saving new default settings ... ";
Open FileNarne$ for output as #1
For i% = 1 to 10
Write #l,Notebook$(i%)
Next i%
Close
DefaultsFinished:
Window Close 3
Put (100,20),Scrap%,Pset
ShowCursor
Return PollMainMenu
Quit:
QuitFlag% = 1
Goto PollMainMenu

' I Acquire Menu I

Acquire:
On ItemID% Goto Notebook,Chart,AcquireNop,AcquireData
AcquireNop:
Return PollMainMenu
Notebook:
ExitFlag% = 0
Get (10,10)-(630,190),Scrap%
Window 2,,(30,30)-(610,170),-2
MoveTo 220,13
Print"---+ Notebook+---";
MoveTo 10,30
Print "Title";
MoveTo 10,50
Print "ADC Gain (0-3)";
MoveTo 205,50
Print "Run Time (sec)";
MoveTo 400,50
Print "Plot Interval";
MoveTo 10,70
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Print "Comment";
MoveTo 10,90
Print "Comment";
MoveTo 10,110
Print "Comment";
MoveTo 90,130
Print "Date: ";Notebook$(8);
MoveTo 260,130
Print "Time: ";Notebook$(9);
Button 1,1,"Okay",(480,120)-(540,l33),1
Edit Field 7,Notebook$(7),(75,100)-(560,l 13),1,1
Edit Field 6,Notebook$(6),(75,80)-(500,93),1,1
Edit Field 5,Notebook$(5),(75,60)-(500,73),1,1
Edit Field 4,Notebook$(4),(505,40)-(560,53),l,1
Edit Field 3,Notebook$(3),(310,40)-(365,53),1, 1
Edit Field 2,Notebook$(2),(115,40)-(170,53),1,l
Edit Field l,Notebook$(1),(75,20)-(500,33),1,1
On Dialog GoSub NotebookEvents
Dialog ON
PollNotebookDialog:
While ExitFlag% = 0
Cont
Wend
Dialog OFF
Fori% = 1 to 7
Notebook$(i%) = Edit$(i%)
Next i%
Gain%= Val(Notebook$(2))
If Gain% < 0 then
Gain%= 0
Notebook$(2) = "O"
Elself Gain% > 3 then
Gain%= 3
Notebook$(2) = "3"
End If
RunTime% = Val(Notebook$(3))
If RunTime% < 5 then
RunTime% = 5
Notebook$(3) = "5"
Elself RunTime% > 90 then
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RunTime% = 90
Notebook$(3) = "90"
End ff
' Preset the number of data points.
Length%= RunTime%*10
Notebook$(10) = Str$(Length%)
Interval%= Val(Notebook$(4))
H Interval% < 1 then
Interval% = 1
Notebook$(4) = "r
Elseff Interval%> 100 then
Interval% = 100
Notebook$(4) = "100"
End ff
Window Close 2
Put (10,10),Scrap%,Pset
Goto SetPoUMainMenu
NotebookEvents:
Event1D% = Dialog(O)
ButtonlD% = Dialog(l)
H EventID% = 1 and ButtonID% = 1 then
ExitFlag% = 1
Return PollNotebookDialog
Else
Return PollNotebookDialog
End if
Chart:
HideCursor
Put (0,0),NewPage%,Pset
GoSub StripChart
ShowCursor
Goto SetPollMainMenu
AcquireData:
HideCursor
Put (0,0),NewPage%,Pset
GoSub TakeData
AcquireFinished:
ShowCursor
Goto SetPollMainMenu
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' I Displays Menu I
Display:
On ltemlD'I, GOID DisplayData,DisplayNop,PrintDisplay
DisplayNop:
Relum PollMainMenu

DisplayData:
HideCursor
Put (0,0),NewPagc'l,,Pset
GoSubPlotData
SbowCursor
Return PollMainMenu
PrintDisplay:
G~ub HeaderMcnu
G~ub PrinterPalcttc
HideCursor
LCopyO
ShowCursor
GoSub InitPalctte
GoSub InitMcnu
Return PollMainMenu

'I Subroutines I
InilPalette:
For i'I, = 0 to 12 step 4
'O Black
Palette ,i'l,,0,0,0
Palette ,i%+1,ll/16,11/16,1 '8S Dart blue
PaleUe ,i%+2,14/l6,14/16.1 '170 Light blue
'2SS White
PalcUe ,i%+3,1,1,1
Next i'I,

Return
PrintelPalette:
For i'I, = 0 to 12 step 4
Palette ,i'li,0,0,0
Palette ,i %+ l, l, 1.1
Palette ,i%+2,l,l,l
PalcUe ,i%+3,l,l,1

'O Black
'8S White
'170 White
'2SS White

S4
Nexti%
Return
InitMenu:
Menu 1,0,1,"Ftle"
Menu 1,1,1,"Load data"
Menu 1.2,1,"Save data••••
Menu 1.3,1."--------•
Menu 1,4,1,"Save new defaults"
Menu 1.s.1.•--------------"
Menu 1,6. 1."Quit"
Menu 2,0,1,"Acquisilion"
Menu 2,1.1,"Lab notebook"
Menu 2,2.1,"Slrip chart"
Menu 2.3,1,"----- "
Menu 2,4.1,"Acquire data"
Menu 3,0,1."~lay"
Menu 3,1,1,"Plot data"
Menu 3.2,1."----------"
Menu 3,3.1,"Print screen•
Return
HeaderMenu:
Menu 3,0.0,""
Menu 2.0.0.••
Menu 1,0,1.NotebookS(l)
Return
LoadlnitFiles:
Open "Defaults" for input as # 1
For i% = 1 to 10
Input #l .NotebookS(i%)
Next i%
Close
Gain% = Val(Notebook$(2))
RunTune% = Val(Notebook$(3))
Intaval% = Val(NOlebook$(4))
Length%= Val(Notebook$(10))
Open "Graph.Paper" as #1
Bload #l.NewPage%.29928
Close
Return

ss
JnitGraphPaper:
Left%=45
Right%=630
Top%=2
Bottom% = 168
XMargin% = 8
YMargin% = 4
XAxisSpan% • Right% - Left'l1 - 2•XMargin%
Y AxisSpan% =- Bottom% - Top'l1 - 2•YMargin%
xoti • Left'l1 + XMargin%
yot, • Bottom% - YMargin'l1
XLabelS = "Time, seconds"
XSpanS = "90"
XSJJ111%=90
XMajor$ = "10"
XMaj(ri,=10
XMinor$ = "1"

XMinor= 1
YLabe1S = "Relative Response"
YSpanS • "100"
YSpan%= 100
YMajor$ = ·10·
YMaJcri=l0
YMinor$ =

·s·

YMilu=5

Xsca1e = l~XAxisSpan%/XSpan%
Yscale • 1.0-YAxisSpan%/YSpan%
Return
Plotl>ala:
For i% = 1 to Length% step lnllerval%
xti = x0% + XscalC-iti•0.l
yti = yot, - vsca1e•x(i%)/40%
PSet (x%,y'l1)
Next iti

Return

Takel>ata:
Baseline% = 0
Notebook$(8) = Date$
NC>lebook$(9) = Time$
Lengdl% • Val(NotebootS(l0))

' Set the gain.
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ADCGain% = Gain%* 16
MoveTo 10,186
Print "Ready to start... ";
Sound 1,30,30,96,255
' Wait for the injector switch to close...
While Peek(49249) < 128:Wend
Sound 1,30,30,96,255
MoveTo 10,186
Print "Taking data..
";
On Timer(0.1) GoSub ReadADC
Timer ON

ExitFlag% = 0
'Take data...
i% =0
NextPoint:
i% = i% + 1
' Poll the timer
While ExitFlag% = 0
Cont
Wend
ReadADC:
' Read Applied Engineering AOC.
Poke 49315,AOCGain%
Poke 49314,0
x(i%) = Peek(49313)*256 + Peek(49312)
x% = x0% + Xsca1e*i%*0.1
y% = y0% - Yscale*l()(}t'x(i%)/4095
PSet (x%,y%)
If i% < Length% then
Return NextPoint
Else
Return AcqFinished
End ff
AcqFmished:
Timer OFF
Sound 1,30,30,96,255
MoveTo 10,186
Print"

Goto AcquireFinished

"·
'
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SbipChart:
' Set the counter.
i'li = 0

Set the gain.
ADCGain'li • Gain%• 16
I

I Print prompt.
MoveTo 10,186
Print "Prea any key to stop•.• •:

• Sound tone.
Sound 1,30.30.96,255
' Set the time delay to 0.1 seconds and tmn the timer on.
On Timer(0.1) GoSub PlotPoint
Timer ON
• Poll the timer and check for a key p~.
Key$= ..

PollTuner:
While Key$ • ..

Cont
Wend
Goto ChartF'uushed
PlotPoint
'Start conversion. AI13 ADC.
I Poke 49312.ADCGain%

' Increment the counter.
i% = i'li + 1
If i% = 901 then
i% :::s 1
Put (0.0).NewPage%,Pset
MoveTo 10.186
Print "Press any key to stop... •:
Fndlf

'Read ADC. AI13 ADC.
'MSB% • Peet (49313)
'I.SB%= Peet (49312)
Read Applied Engineering ADC.
Poke 49315.ADCGain%

I
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Poke 49314,0
MSB% = Peek (49313)
I.SB%= Peek (49312)
' Convert ADC result
Result% = MSB%*256 + I.SB%
Plot the data point
x% = x0% + Xscale*i%*0.1
yCJ, = yM,- Yscale*100*Result%/4005
PSet (xCJ,,y%)
I

' Read the keyboard buffer.
Key$ = INKBY$
Return PollTirner
ChartFmished:
' Tum the timer off.

Tuner OFF
' Sound tone and return to the main program.
Sound 1,30,30,96,255

MoveTo 10,186
Print.
ShowCID'SOJ'
Goto SetPollMainMenu

..

,
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' Exit age distribution initial data processing software. This program removes baseline
' offset and drift so the signal smoothly begins, and ends at zero.
Dim X(2048)
Window 1,"" ,(0,13)-(639,199),3
Filename$ = "Temp"
While Filename$ <> ""
GoSub LoadData
If FIiename$ <> "" then
GoSub GraphPaper
Call GraphData (n%,XQ,Max%,0)
Call AdjustPeak(XO.n%)
GoSub GraphPaper
Call GraphData (n%.XQ,Max%,0)
GoSub Evaluate
Temp% = Mouse(0)
While Mouse(0) = 0:Wend
GoSub SaveData
End If
Wend

END
'+---' I Subroutines I

LoadData:
Menu 1,0,1,"Load data file."
Filename$ = Files$(!)
If Fllename$ <> "" then
Open Filename$ for input as #1
n%=0
While Not EOF(l)
n% = n% + 1
Inpul#l,X(n%)
Wend
Close
End If
Return
SaveData:
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Menu 1,0,1,"Save data file.■
F'alcnameS = File4(0, "Untillecr)
If F'alename$ <> "" then
For i% = 1 to n%
X(i%) = X(i%)/Area
Next iii
Open F'alenarne$ for output m #1
For i% = 1 to n%
Print#1,X(i%)
Next i%
Close
Bndlf

Return

GraphPaper:
For iii a 0 to 12 step 4
Palette ,ili,0,0,0
Palette ,i%+1,1,0,0
Palette ,i%+2,0,0,1
Palette ,i%+3,1,1,1

'O Black

'85 Red
'170 Blue
'255 White

Next i%
Cls
Color "0,3
Xlength = 600
Ylength • 170
Xorigin • 20
Yorigin • 180
Xspan • 10
Yspan= 10
Xscale • Xlength/Xspan
Yscale = Ylength/Yspan
Line (Xmigin,Yorigin - Ylength- 1)-(Xorigin,Yorigin + 1)
Line-(Xorigin + Xlength,Yorigin + 1)
Return

Evaluate:
Menu 1,0,1,"Integrating.. .■
' Integrate the C curve.
CSum=O
tCSum = 0
12CSum •O
For iii = 1 to nli
CSum = CSum + X(ili)
ICSum = tCSum + X(ili)*i%
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t2CSum = t2CSum + X(i%)*i%"2
Next i%
Area= CSum•0.t
tr= tCSum•0.t/CSum
Variance= t2CSum*0.0l/CSum - tr"2
Deviation= Sqr(Variance)
MoveTo 430,20
Print "Maximum Et:":
MoveTo 430,30
Print "tr: ":
MoveTo 430,40
Print "Var:";
MoveTo 430,50
Print "Dev:":
MoveTo 430,(i()
Print "Tmax•:":
MoveTo 430,70
Print "Var*:":
MoveTo 430,80
Print "Dev•:";
MoveTo 530,20
Print X(Max%)/Area:
MoveTo 530,30
Print tr;
MoveTo 530,40
Print Variance:
MoveTo 530,50
Print Deviation:
MoveTo 530,(i()
Print Max%/10/tr;
MoveTo 530,70
Print Variance/tr"2:
MoveTo 530,80
Print Deviation/tr;
Return

' I Sub programs I

Sub AdjustPeak(XQ,n%)
Xlength = 600
Xorigin = 20
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Xspan= n%
XscaJe = Xlength/Xspan
Menu 1,0,1,"Use the mouse to set the baseline.ft
InitBaseline:
xlold% = 640
ylold% = 200
x2old% = 640
y2old% = 200
Color ,;i.
PenMode 2
Temp% = Mouse(O)
Baseline:
ButtonStatus% = Mouse(O)
If ButtonStatus% = 0 then
Goto Baseline
Elself ButtonStatus% = -1 then
MoveTo xlold%,ylold%
LineTo x2old%,y2old%
MoveTo Mouse(3),Mouse(4)
LineTo Mouse(5),Mouse(6)
xlold% = Mouse(3)
ylold% = Mouse(4)
x2old% = Mouse(5)
y2old% = Mouse(6)
Goto Baseline
Elself Abs(Mouse(5) - Mouse(3)) < 5 then
MoveTo xlold%,ylold%
LineTo x2old%,y2old%
Goto InitBaseline
Else
Color ,;i.
PenMode 0
MoveTo xlold%,ylold%
LineTo x2old%,y2old%
End if
HideCursor
Menu 1,0,1,"Subtracting the baseline..."
First%= (xlold% - Xorigin)/Xscale
Last% = (x2old% - Xorigin)/Xscale
For i% = 1 to First%-l
X(i%) = 0
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Next i%
For i% = Last%+ 1 to n%
X(i%) = 0
Next i%
m = (X(Last%) - X(First%))/(Last% - First%)
b = X(First%)
For i% = First% to Last%
X(i%) = X(i%) - m*(i% - First%) - b
If X(i%) < 0 Then X(i%) = 0
Next i%
ShowCursor
End Sub
Sub GraphData (n%,XQ,Max%,Colour%)
Max%= 1
For i% = 1 to n%
If X(i%) > X(Max%) then Max%= i%
Next i%
Xlength = 600
Ylength = 170
Xorigin = 20
Yorigin = 180
Xspan = n%
Yspan = X(Max%)
Xscale = Xlength/Xspan
Yscale = Ylength/Y span
Color ,.Colour%
For i% = 0 to n%
x% = Xorigin + i%*Xscale
y% = Yorigin - X(i%)*Yscale
Pset (x%,y%)
Next i%
End Sub
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'Data smoothing routines. This program provided a general purpose Savitzky-Golay filter
' to attenuate the high frequency noise in the data prior to deconvolution.
Dim X( 1024),Filter(25),Nonn( 11 ),NoCoef%( 11 ),Coef%( 11,26)
Window 1,"",(0,13)-(639,199),3
GoSub LoadCoef
FileName$ = "Dummy"
While FileName$ <> "
GoSub LoadData
If FileName$ <> then
GoSub GetOrder
GoSub Filter
If FilterAag% = 1 then GoSub SavAnswer
End If
Wend
11

1111

END

'+-----+
' I Subroutines I
+-••----tLoadCoef:
Menu 1,0, I,"Loading coefficients ... "
For i% = I to 11
Read NoCoef%(i%)
Next i%
Data 5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25
I

For i% = 1 to 11
For j% = 1 to NoCoef%(i%)
Read Coef%(i%j%)
Nextj%
Next i%
Data -3,12,17,12,-3
Data -2,3,6,7,6,3,-2
Data -21,14,39,54,59,54,39,14,-21
Data -36,9,44,69,84,89,84,69,44,9,-36
Data -11,0,9,16,21,24,25,24,21,16,9,0,-11
Data -78,-13,42,87,122,147,162,167,162,147,122,87,42,-13.-78
Data -21,-6,7,18,27,34,39,42,43,42,39,34,27,18,7,-6,-21
Data -136,-51,24,89, 144,189,224,249,264,269,264,249,224,189, 144,89,24,-51,-136
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Data -171.-76.9.84.149,204.249.284.309.324.329.324.309,284.249.204.149.84.9.-76.-171
Data -42.-21.-2.15.30.43.54,63,70,75.78.79.78.75.70.63,54,43.30.15.-2,-21,-42
Data -253,-138,-33,62,147,222:»:1.322.387 ,422,447 ,462,467 ,462,447,422,387,322,287,
222,147 .62.-33,-138.-253
For i% = 1 to 11
Read Norm(i%)

Next i%
Data 35,21,231,429.143,1105,323.2261.3059.8059.S 175
Return
LoadData:
Cls
Menu 1,0,1,"Load dala."
FileName$ = FdesS{l)
If FileName$ <> .. then
Open :FileNameS for input as #1
Length% =0
While Not EOF(l)
Length% = Length% + 1
Input#l)((Length%)
Wend
Close
End If
Retmn

GetOrder:
Cls

Menu 1,0,1:set the number of data points to be smoothed."
Print ·I) s·
Print "2) 7"
Print "3) 9•
Print "4) 11"
Print "5) 13"
Print "6) 15"
Print "7) 17"
Print "8) 19"
Print "9) 21"
Print "10) 23"
Print "11) 25"
Print
Input "Enter filter order: .Order%
I f ~ < 1 then
Order'I,: 1
Blself Order% > 11 then
II
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Order%= 11
End If
Print
Menu 1,0,1,"Set the number of iterations."
Input "Number of interations: ",Iterations%
If Iterations% < 1 then Iterations% = 1
Return
Filter:
If Length%< NoCoef%(0rder%) then
Cls
Print "Warning: The data file is too small for this order!"
Print
Print "Click the mouse to continue."
Temp% = Mouse(0)
While Mouse(0) = 0:Wend
FilterFlag% = 0
Else
Cls
Menu 1,0,l,"Filtering... "
Print "Iteration number ";
For j% = 1 to Iterations%
Printj%;
'Load the filter array.
For i% = 1 to NoCoef%(0rder%)
Filter(i%) = X(i%)
Next i%
Current% = NoCoef%(0rder% )fl
LastPoint% = NoCoef%(0rder%)
While LastPoint% < Length%
Current% = Current% + 1
LastPoint% = LastPoint% + 1
Sum=0
For i% = 1 to NoCoef%(0rder%)
Sum= Sum+ Coef%(0rder%j%)*Filter(i%)
Next i%
X(Current%) = Sum/Norm(Order%)
For i% = 2 to NoCoef%(0rder%)
Filter(i%-1) = Filter(i%)
Next i%
Filter(NoCoef%(Order%)) = X(LastPoint%)
Wend
Nextj%
Print
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FilterFlag% = 1
End If
Return
SavAnswer:
Cls
Menu 1,0,1,"Save data."
FileName$ = Files$(0, "Untitled")
IfFileName$ o "" then
Open Fi1eNarne$ for output as 1
For i% = 1 to Length%
Print#l,X(i%)
Next i%
Close
End If
Return
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' Exit age distribution FFf deconvolution software. This program performs the
' deconvolution of the reactor exit age distribution from the system response with the
' reactor model in place using the system response without the reactor model.
Dim Xr(2048),Xi(2048)
Dim X lr(2048))(li(2048)){2r(2048),X2i(2048)
Dim FFI'lr(2048).FFTli(2048),FFI'2r(2048),FFf2i(2048),FFT3r(2048),FFDi(2048)
Dim X(2048),Mag(2048),Mag2(2048)
Window 1, ,(0,13)-(639,199),3
0

Pi#= 3.141592653589793
TwoPi# = 2*Pi#
Max%=1

Background$ = "Temp"
While Background$ <> ""
GoSub LoadX2
If Background$ <> ""
GoSub LoadXl
If Foreground$ <> ""
HideCursor
GoSub Setn
GoSub GraphPaper
GoSub FFI'X2
GoS ub GraphPaper
GoSub PlotBackground
GoSub FFI'Xl
GoSub Deconvolve
ShowCursor
GoSub SaveData
GoSub SaveFFI'
Endlf

End If
Wend

END

' I Subroutines I

FFr:
n2% = n%f},
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Nul'li = Nu'li - 1
k'li • 0
For I'll • I to Nu'li
While k'li < n'li
For i'li = I to n2'1i
j'li = k'li\2"Nul 'Ii

GoSub ReverseBits

Ara .. TwoPi#*JbilJ'CJ,/n'I,
C•Cos(Arg)
S = Sin(Arg)
kl'li-= k'li + I
kln2'1i = kl 'I, + n2'1i
Tr= Xr(kln2Cli)*C + Xi(kln2'1i)*S
Ti= Xi(kln2Cli)*C - Xr(kln2'1i)*S
Xr(kln2%) = Xr(kl'li)-Tr
Xi{kln2'1i) = Xi{kl'li)- 1i
Xr(kl 'Ii)= Xr(kl'li) + Tr
Xi{kl'I,) = Xi{kl'li) +
k'li • k'li + 1
Next i'li
k'li = k'I, + n2%
Wend
1d, .. 0
Nul'li • Nul'li - 1
n2'1i. n2%/2
Next I'll

n

For k'li = 1 U>n%
j'li =k'li -1

GoSub ReverseBits
i'li • lbitr'li + 1
Ifi'li > k'li
Tr•Xr(k'li)
Ti - Xi(k'I,)
Xr(k'li) = Xr(i 'Ii)
Xi(k'I,) = Xi(i 'Ii)
Xr(i'li) =Tr
Xi(i'li) = TI
Endlf

Nextk'li
Return
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RcverseBits:
jl'I, =j%
lbilr'I = 0

Form%= 1 to Nu%
j2'1, = jl '1,\2
lbilr'I = lbilr'l,•2 + (jl'I, - 2•j2%)
jl%=j2'1,

Nextm%
Return

LoadXl:
Meno 1,0,1."Load foreground (System w/ reacror).■
Foreground$ = FilesS(l)
If Foreground$ <> ... then
Open Foreground$ for input as #1
p%=0
While Not EOF(l)

p%=p%+ 1
lnput#l,Xlr(p%)
Wend

aose
Enclif
Return
LoadX2:
Menu 1,0,1,"Load background (lnslrument w/o reactor)."
Background$ = Files$(1)
If Background$ <> .. then
Open Background$ for input as #1
q%=0
While Not EOF(l)
qt, =q%+ l
lnput#l,X2r(q%)
Wend

aose
Sum=O
For it, = l to qt,
Sum= Sum+ X2r(i%)
Next it,
BackgroundArea = Sum
End If
Rehn
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Sum%= p% + q%
Nu%=0
n%=0
While n% < Sum%
Nu%=Nu%+ 1
n% = 2"Nu%
Wend
Return
GraphPaper:
For i% = 0 to 12 step 4
'0 Black
Palette ,i%,0,0,0
'85 Red
Palette ,i%+1,l,0,O
Palette ,i%+2,0,0,l
'170 Blue
'255 White
Palette ,i%+3,1,l,l
Next i%
Cls
Color .,0,3
Xlength = 600
Ylength = 50
Xorigin = 20
For Yorigin = 60 to 180 step 60
Line (Xorigin,Yorigin - Ylength - 1)-(Xorigin,Yorigin + 1)
Line -(Xorigin + Xlength,Yorigin + 1)
Next Yorigin
Return

FFfXl:
Menu l,0,l;Displaying foreground (XI) ... "
Call GraphData (q%,){lrO,BackgroundMax,4,1)
Menu 1,0,1,"Transforming foreground (XI) ..."
For i% = 1 to n%
Xr(i%) = Xlr(i%)
Xi(i%) = 0
Next i%

GoSub FFI'
Max%=1
For i% = 1 to n%
FFI'lr(i%) = Xr(i%)
FFrli(i%) = Xi(i%)
Mag(i%) = Sqr(Xr(i%)"2 + Xi(i%)"2)
Next i%
n2% = n%{}.
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Call GraphData (n2%.MagO,Temp,2,2)
Return

FFfX2:
Menu 1,0,1,"Displaying background (X2) ... "
BackgroundMax = 0
Call GraphData (q%){2rQ,BackgroundMax,l,1)
Menu 1,0,1,"Transfonning background (X2) ... "
For i% = 1 to n%
XJ(i%) = X2r(i%)
Xi(i%) = 0
Next i%
GoSub FFI'
Max%=1

For i% = 1 to n%
FFT2r(i%) = Xr(i%)
FFT2i(i%) = Xi(i%)
Mag2(i%) = Sqr(Xr(i%)"2 + Xi(i%)"2)
Next i%
n2% = n'foll,
Call GraphData (n2%,Mag2O,Temp.1.2)
Return
PlotBackground:
n2% = n%ll,
Call GraphData (q%,X2r0,Temp,1,1)
Call GraphData (n2%,Mag2O,Temp,1,2)
Return
Deconvolve:
Menu 1,0,1,"Deconvolving... "
For i% = 1 to n%
a= FFI'lr(i%)
b = FFT1i(i%)
C = FFT2r(i%)
d = FFT2i(i%)
Conj = (c*c + d*d)*n%
If Conj > 0 then
XJ(i%) = (a*c + b*d)/Conj
Xi(i%) = -(b*c - a*d)/Conj
Else
Xr(i%) = 0
Xi(i%) = 0
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End if
Next i%
' Apply frequency filter.
Critical% = q%*3/8
For i% = 1 to Critical%
Filter= 1.0*(Critical% - i%)/Critical%
Xr(i%) = Xr(i%)*Filter
Xi(i%) = Xi(i%)*Filter
FFf3r(i%) = Xr(i%)
FFf3i(i%) = Xi(i%)
Next i%
j% = n% - Critica1%
For i% = j% to n%
Filter= 1.0*(i% - j%)/Critica1%
Xr(i%) = Xr(i%)*Filter
Xi(i%) = Xi(i%)*Filter
FFf3r(i%) = Xr(i%)
FFf3i(i%) = Xi(i%)
Next i%
For i% = Critica1% to j%
Xr(i%) = 0
Xi(i%) = 0
FFf3r(i%) = 0
FFf3i(i%) = 0
Next i%
For i% = 1 to n%/l
Mag(i%) = Sqr(Xr(i%)"2 + Xi(i%)"2)
Next i%
n2% = n%/2
Call GraphData (n2%,MagQ,Temp,3,2)
Menu 1,0,1,"Inverting transfonn ... "
GoSub FFT
Call GraphData (q%,Xr(),Temp,3,l)
Menu 1,0,1, "Finished."
Return
SaveData:
Menu 1,0,1,"Save data."
FileName$ = Files$(0, "Untitled")
If FileName$ <> "" then
Open FileName$ for output as 1
For i% = 1 to p%
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Print# I )(r(i%)
Next i%
Close
End If
Return
SaveFFT:
Menu 1,0,1,"Save FFT."
FileName$ = Ft1~$(0, "Untitled")
If FileName$ <.> "" then
Open FileName$ for output as 1
For i% = I to n%
Print#l,Sqr(FFf3r(i%)"2 + FFT3i(i%)"2)
Next i%
Close
End If
Return

---------+
' I Sub programs I

'+-------+
Sub GraphData (n%.XO.AltSpan,Ident%,Colour%)
Xlength = 600
Ylength = 50
Xorigin = 20
Xspan = n%
H !dent%< 4 then
Max%= I
For i% = 1 lO n%
If X(i%) > X(Max%) then Max%= i%
Next i%
Yspan = X(Max%)
AltSpan = X(Max%)
Yorigin = ldent%*60
Else
YSpan = AltSpan
Yorigin = 2*60
End If
Xscale = Xlength/Xspan
Yscale = Ylength/Y span
Color ,.Colour%
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For i% = 0 to n%
x% = Xorigin + i%•Xscate
y% = Yorigin - X(i%)*Yscale
Pset (x%,y%)
Next i%
End Sub
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' Exit age distribution data evaluation program. This program evaluates data sets with
' respect to the mean residence time, standard deviation, variance, dimensionless standard
' deviation, dimensionless variance, and converts the data from response to exit age
'probability density.
Dim X(2048)

Window 1,"",(0,13)-(639,199),3
Filename$ = "Temp"
While Filename$<>""
GoSub Load.Data
If Filename$<> "" then
GoSub GraphPaper
Call GraphData (n%,XQ,Max%,0)
GoSub Evaluate
GoSub SaveData
End If
Wend

END
'I Subroutines I

LoadData:
Menu 1,0,1,"Load data file."
Filename$= Files$(1)
If Filename$ <> "" then
Open Filename$ for input ~ # 1
n%=0
While Not EOF(l)
n% = n% + 1
Inpul#l,X(n%)
Wend
Close
End If
Return

SaveData:
Menu 1,0,1,"Save data file."
Filename$ = Files$(0, "Untitled")
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If Filename$ <> .. then
For iii • 1 to nli
X(ili) • X(i%)/Area

Next iii
Open FIiename$ for output• #1
For i'I • 1 to nCJ,
Prinl#l,X(ili)
Next iii
Close
Endlf

Return
GraphPaper.
For i'I, • 0 to 12 step 4
Palette ,ili,0,0,0
Palette ,ili+l,1,0,0
Palette ,i'1+2,0,0,1
Palette ,i'1+3,l,1,l
Next iii

'0 Black
'85 Red

'170 Blue
'255 White

Cls
Color ,,0,3
Xlength • <,00
YJength • 170
Xorigin = 20
Yorigin • 180
Xspan • 10
Yspan • 10
XscaJe - Xlengtb/Xspan
Yscale • Ylength/Yspan
lJne (Xorigin,Yorigin - Ylellgth - 1)-(Xorigin,Yorigin + 1)
Line -(Xorigin + Xlength,Yorigin + 1)
Return
Evaluate:
Menu 1,0,1:Integrating...•
' Integrate the C curve.
CSum=0
tCSum ::s 0
t2CSum-=0
For iii • 1 to nli
CSum • CSum + X(i%)
tCSum ::s tCSum + X(ili)*i%

t2CSum • t2CSum + X(ili)*i%"2
Nexti%
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Area = CSum•0.1
tr= tCSum•0.1/CSum
Variance= 12CSum•0.01,'CSum -11"'2
Devialion = Sqr(Variance)
MoveTo 430.20
Print •Maximum Et";
MoveTo 430,30
Print ·tr: •;
MoveTo 430,40
Print "Var.";
MoveTo 430,50
Print "Dev:";
MoveTo 430,M
Print "Tmax•:";
MoveTo 430,70
Print ·var"':";
MoveTo 430,80
Print "Dev•:•;
MoveTo 530.20
Print X(Max%}/Area;
MoveTo 530,30
Print tr;
MoveTo 530,40
Print Variance;
MoveTo 530,50
Print Deviation;
MoveTo 530,M
Print Max%/10/tr;
MoveTo 530,70
Print Variance/tr"2;
MoveTo 530,80
Print Deviation/tr:
Retmn

' I Sub programs I
Sub GraphData (n%,XQ,Max'1,,Colmd)
Max'li = 1
For i% = 1 to n%
If X(i'I,) > X(Max%) then Max'li = i'li
Next i'I,
Xlengdl = (,00
Ylengdl = 170
Xorigin = 20
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Yorigin = 180
Xspan = n%
Yspan = X(Max%)
Xscale = Xlength/Xspan
Yscale = Ylength/Y span
Color ,.Colour%
For i% = 0 to n%
x% = Xorigin + i%*Xscale
y% = Yorigin - X(i%)*Yscale
Pset (x%,y%)
Next i%
End Sub
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